Morningside Campus Restroom signage is typically provided by CUFO and installed by the Contractor. Inquire with the Project Manager prior to proceeding.
Restroom Signage Standard
Gender Neutral Restrooms

Specification:
Minimum Size - 7 5/8” H x 7”W
3” H raised symbols painted black
5/8” H raised ADA characters, font - Interstate
Grade II Braille translation

Signs in Stock at the CU Stockroom

¼” thick photopolymer, Surface painted background, matte clear coat finish
Double-face tape mounting

Stock colors:
MP#41342SP Metallic Silver
DX-02 Bone

Note: Materials and finishes may be customized based on project needs. Finishes must meet ADA low reflectivity requirements.
Restroom Signage Standard
Gender Specific Restrooms

Specification:
Minimum Size - 7 5/8” H x 7”W
3” H raised symbols painted black
5/8” H raised ADA characters, font - Interstate
Grade II Braille translation

Signs in Stock at the CU Stockroom

¼” thick photopolymer, Surface painted background, matte clear coat finish
Double-face tape mounting

Stock colors:
MP#41342SP Metallic Silver
DX-02 Bone

Note: Materials and finishes may be customized based on project needs. Finishes must meet ADA low reflectivity requirements.
Restroom Signage Standard

Non-accessible Gender Specific Restrooms

Specification:
Minimum Size - 7 5/8” H x 7” W
3” H raised symbols painted black
5/8” H raised ADA characters, font - Interstate
Grade II Braille translation

Signs in Stock at the CU Stockroom

1/4” thick photopolymer, Surface painted background, matte clear coat finish
Double-face tape mounting

Stock colors:
MP#41342SP Metallic Silver
DX-02 Bone

Note: Materials and finishes may be customized based on project needs. Finishes must meet ADA low reflectivity requirements.